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a b s t r a c t

Due to the high method variability (typically ≥0.5%, based on a literature survey and internal Merck expe-
rience) encountered in the HPLC weight percent (%) assays of various active pharmaceutical ingredients
(APIs), it is proposed that the routine use of the test in stability studies should be discouraged on the basis
that it is frequently not sufficiently precise to yield results that are stability-indicating. The high method
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variability of HPLC weight % methods is not consistent with the current ICH practice of reporting impu-
rities/degradation products down to the 0.05% level, and it can lead to erroneous out-of-specification
(OOS) results that are due to experimental error and are not attributable to API degradation. For the vast
majority of cases, the HPLC impurity profile provides much better (earlier and more sensitive) detection
of low-level degradation products. Based on these observations, a Quality-by-Design (QbD) approach is

e HPL
tability
esting protocol

proposed to phase out th

. Introduction

The Quality-by-Design (QbD) approach put forth by the FDA in
006 has been increasingly utilized across the industry in various
pplications, some of which can be found in the recent literature
e.g., 1,2]. In this work, a specific application of QbD is discussed
hereby it is proposed that the HPLC weight % assay for the rou-

ine stability testing of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs; also
ommonly referred to as “drug substances”) should be eliminated
or the majority of compounds in development because the assay
esults are simply not stability-indicating, to the degree required
or most such studies to be meaningful (i.e., following ICH guide-
ines for the reporting of organic impurities), due to the large assay
ariability associated with them. Under the QbD paradigm, low-
alue work is eliminated in favor of efficiently acquiring data in a
nowledge-driven manner, followed by the routine monitoring of
nly those attributes that are critical to demonstrating that a given
PI has an acceptable and predictable quality profile over its shelf

ife.
Various works have recently been published that discuss the
ariability associated with different API HPLC weight % assay meth-
ds. For example, Ermer et al. [3] used 44 different APIs and
rug products of various kinds (manufactured by many differ-
nt large pharmaceutical companies), subjected to 156 different
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stability studies, to obtain a total of 2915 assay values for their
HPLC assay precision determination. The intermediate precision,
which includes method repeatability in the presence of additional
variability caused by differences in reference standards, operators,
equipments, reagents, etc., was found to be as high as 1.1% for the
drug substances investigated in that work. Görög [4] reported the
range of analytical error associated with API HPLC assay methods as
“certainly above 0.5% and . . . probably around 1%”. It is highlighted
here that Table 2.2.46-1 in the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.)
lists the repeatability requirements (maximum permitted relative
standard deviation, RSD) for replicate injections based on various
API limits (98.0–102.0%, 97.0–103.0%, etc.). For example, for an assay
specification limit of 97.0–103.0%, the permitted RSD is 1.10% for five
replicate injections.

Dejaegher et al. [5] supported the fact that API HPLC assays
typically have poor precision (>0.5% RSD) when compared to
titration assays (∼ 0.1–0.5% RSD). Their statistical analysis of their
own data sets pointed to the use of increased sample/standard
weights (>160 mg, versus ≤32 mg for typical assay methods) as
a means of lowering the HPLC assay variability down to levels
more typical of titration methods. However, in light of this finding
one must consider two points: firstly, the larger sample quantities
recommended by Dejaegher et al. might not be readily available for

stability testing during the early development of an API; secondly,
most GMP analytical balances are calibrated to a precision of
±0.03 mg using a 10.00 mg standardized weight at Merck [6] (note:
for an assay target weight of 25 mg for both samples and standards,
that corresponds to only ±0.1% error), suggesting that analyst

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/07317085
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpba
mailto:peter_skrdla@merck.com
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rror during weighing/sample transfer and not the target mass
alone) is the larger source of error. Of course, none of the literature
eferenced in this paper advocates the use of a titration method
ver an HPLC assay method, mainly due to the lack of specificity
f the former. Note that due to this lack of specificity, the accuracy
f titrimetric and spectrophotometric (e.g., UV–vis) methods can
e expected to be poor in the presence of chemically related (e.g.,
rocess/degradation product) impurities [4].

Görög [4] published a paper approximately 4 years ago whose
asic premise was to cast reasonable doubt on the current industry
ractice of spending considerable resources to develop and validate
pecific HPLC assays for various APIs (with respect to the regulatory
equirements put forth by the FDA and EMEA), due to the significant
nalytical variability that is typically encountered when using these
ethods. Simply put, Görög stated that the characterization of bulk

rug materials using these highly specific HPLC methods is “at least
uestionable” with regard to the high method variability. Note that
he high variability has a direct correlation with the relatively wide
cceptance criteria, mentioned above.

In a more recent paper [7], workers from Lilly investigated the
laims of Görög by studying the assay variability and OOS frequency
riginating from various API methods, using a database of APIs man-
factured at their own company. Extracting a mean variability of
.6% RSD for these methods, Hofer et al. [7] showed the conclu-
ions of Görög to be generally valid. They proposed the use of a
mass balance accounting” procedure for calculating API potency
s a sensible alternative to the HPLC weight % assay (for both API
tability and batch release scenarios), in order to minimize overall
rror and, consequently, to reduce the probability of OOS results
hat are not API quality driven. It should be noted that Görög orig-
nally advocated replacing non-selective and, later, selective assay

ethods for bulk APIs by the mass balance procedure (discussed
ore below) [4,8].

Generally, Hofer et al. envisioned that the implementation of
PLC assay methods would pertain only to cases where GMP stan-
ards are poor and, thus, gross contamination (not detectable by
he HPLC impurity profile method) might occur. Additionally, these
orkers discussed that HPLC weight % assay methods might have

ome value during the early development of APIs, where the syn-
hetic processes are still not completely defined. Alternatively,
or unstable compounds where the degradation products are not
bservable in the HPLC impurity profile, the weight % assay might
lso have some merit (note, however, that this case must be con-
idered in terms of the ICH guidelines for reporting degradation
roducts, which is discussed more later). However, for the vast
ajority of cases, Hofer et al. support a mass-balance approach,

.e., using the equation: “mass balance = 100 − related compounds
y HPLC area% − solvents by GC − water by KF − residue on ignition
ROI)”, as a much more sensitive indicator of API quality than the
PLC weight % assay. They went on to state that for well-controlled
rocesses (along the lines of QbD), a tight acceptance criterion for
PLC assays might be “an unnecessary burden on quality control

aboratories that does not add value to the quality assessment of
he drug substance”.

. Discussion

.1. Proposal

The target of this proposal is the removal of HPLC weight-based
ssays from the routine stability testing protocols of most APIs (see

he next section for a discussion of possible exceptions), but not
he removal of weight-based methods from the list of regulatory
ests used for API batch release (although it might be a strategy
o consider for late-stage development, e.g., Worldwide Marketing
pplication/WMA filing and post-approval applications, utilizing
Biomedical Analysis 50 (2009) 794–796 795

QbD considerations). Görög is more liberal in his view of removing
weight-based assays beyond the realm of stability testing, suggest-
ing that both specific (e.g., HPLC) and non-specific (e.g., titration
and photometric) methods could be generally omitted from analyt-
ical testing protocols without endangering the safety of patients [8].
Furthermore, he has advocated the use of multiple purity tests (e.g.,
using HPLC, TLC and CE) and the use of more sensitive and selec-
tive detectors (e.g., MS) to identify impurities that can subsequently
be specified, individually (and by name), in the various pharma-
copoeias, as an alternative to the more traditional assay methods
(with typically quite loose acceptance criteria, e.g., 98.0–102.0%).
Not only does the approach of Görög better control API purity (and,
consequently, drug safety) than the use of various weight-based
assays, it might also point to a good risk mitigation strategy for the
current proposal; i.e., by performing a thorough/rigorous method
validation of a given impurity profile method, it becomes highly
unlikely that the HPLC weight % assay would add value to a given
stability testing protocol, even early in development (discussed
more later).

For the release of GMP batches, particularly those early in devel-
opment, a battery of analytical tests is typically performed in an
attempt to fully characterize the material. This testing typically
includes a weight-based assay of some kind for the API, which,
most often, is used simply to confirm (only crudely, because of
high method variability) the “mass balance” results obtained by
other, more precise, orthogonal determinations (e.g., HPLC area %
impurity profile, residual solvents by GC, water by KF and ROI).
However, for the routine stability testing of the vast majority of
compounds, including those in both early- and late-stage develop-
ment (that have already passed the scrutiny of extensive release
criteria for GMP release), the assay is of much lower value. Pri-
marily, that is the case because ICH guidelines require reporting
of impurities/degradation products down to the 0.05% level. Such
low levels of impurities can only be accurately detected/monitored
using a more precise HPLC impurity profile method (that is not
affected by analyst precision during sample/standard preparation),
not by an HPLC weight % assay method having an inherent variabil-
ity of ≥0.5% (which is higher by an order of magnitude than the ICH
impurity reporting threshold). For late-stage compounds, as either
the acceptable stability profile of the material has already been
demonstrated for a given container/storage condition or its degra-
dation mechanism has become fully elucidated in earlier studies
and subsequently controlled (e.g., by a change in the packaging or
the sample environment), the HPLC weight % assay has even less
merit. For the above reasons, it is recommended here that the HPLC
weight % assay should not be performed as a routine test to evalu-
ate API stability characteristics. Note that while the use of the “mass
balance accounting” approach of Görög [4,8] and Hofer et al. [7] gen-
erates a more reliable “assay” result than the HPLC weight % assay
for the reasons outlined in this paper, it does not provide any addi-
tional stability-indicating information that is not already obtainable
from the individual KF and HPLC impurity profile test methods that
are typically present in most stability protocols. Therefore, in the
authors’ opinion, the use of this approach as an alternative to the
HPLC weight % test during routine API stability testing does not add
value.

2.2. Suggested actions

The authors feel that the ICH guidelines, as well as the phar-
macopoeias that often consider them, are “living” documents

that need to be updated periodically as technology/understanding
evolves/improves (e.g., previous TLC, titrimetric and spectropho-
tometric methods are increasingly being updated by HPLC-based
tests, in the most current editions of the USP and Ph. Eur. [2]). Based
on the current understanding of the capabilities and limitations of
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he HPLC weight % assay test, as outlined in this manuscript, certain
ctions are recommended. Firstly, the HPLC weight % assay method
or suitable alternate assay method) should be implemented rou-
inely only at the end-of-study (EOS) time point for the first API lot
o be put on stability station, for a particular program. The assay
esult obtained at EOS should be compared both to the assay result
t batch release and the API potency calculated at EOS from sta-
ility test results, as an approximate (i.e., crude) indicator of mass
alance (naturally, a sufficient number of replicates of sample and
tandard preparations should be injected onto the HPLC column to
eet the previously stated, “typical RSD requirement” of 0.5–1.0%).

greement of these results indicates that the HPLC impurity profile
nd KF tests, performed at each stability time point, are appro-
riate control methods, and as a result, the HPLC weight % assay
est can be removed from future stability protocols (per the QbD
ramework). Lack of agreement of these results indicates that the
PLC weight % assay should be retained at the EOS in stability pro-

ocols as an analytical tool to assess the API behavior, until such
ime that mass balance in results is obtained (e.g., using improved

ethods that better monitor the degradation, or developing a more
table API form). Naturally, exceptions to these recommendations
an and should be implemented based on the sound scientific judg-
ent of the process chemists/engineers and analysts involved on a

iven program, with respect to the chemical stability challenges
resented by a particular compound and the limitations of the
arious analytical methods that might exist for the accurate and
recise characterization of that drug substance (e.g., when deal-

ng with non-chromophoric APIs/impurities/degradation products;
ther scenarios can potentially be identified in future works).

. Conclusion

The main driver for the proposal is a scientific one; simply
ut, since the HPLC weight % assay is insensitive to the small
hanges necessary to monitor API degradation, it is of limited use
n this application (in the vast majority of cases). As mentioned
arlier, the large error associated with the technique can lead to
nnecessary work through “false OOS result” investigations and the
ver-interpretation of limited data sets in an attempt to identify
ecomposition trends early during development, not to mention
he unnecessary expenditure of time, energy and money in per-
orming the low-value work in the first place [8]. The authors firmly
elieve that any variation in HPLC weight % assay values observed
s a function of storage time are more likely to be a measure of
he method variability (e.g., analyst weighing technique) than to be

ndicative of a real change in API quality. Any real change in quality
s more likely to be detected using more precise methods, such as
he HPLC impurity profile and KF titration methods, which serve
s key control tests in the majority of stability testing protocols.
roper validation of the impurity profile method (e.g., using mul-

[

[

[
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tiple/orthogonal methods and/or detectors, as discussed by Görög
[8]) might serve as a good risk mitigation strategy for the removal
of the HPLC weight % assay from such protocols.

4. Future directions

Merck is actively considering opportunities to pilot the pro-
posed QbD-based strategy discussed in this paper by applying it
to stability programs currently in development. Furthermore, it is
possible to conceive that, along the lines of this proposal, other tests
can/should be phased-out or eliminated from API stability protocols
under the QbD paradigm, provided that there is sufficient data to
demonstrate that their continued routine surveillance does not pro-
vide any additional critical information regarding the API stability
in its given container/closure system. Furthermore, the authors feel
that it might be worthwhile to investigate the applicability of the
current proposal to the characterization of drug products upon stor-
age, as many of the principles advanced in this manuscript appear
to be similarly relevant. The authors hope that this paper serves to
stimulate productive discussions on the “QbD of analytical meth-
ods for stability testing” across the industry and with regulatory
agencies.
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